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these limitations, the thoroughness of the book still shines, and both clinicians and
researchers will benefit from having this concise volume.
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Charles Darwin was not the first biologist to consider the possibility that living
beings might have evolved from earlier precursors, but he was the first to develop a
radical concept of the nature of evolution and to organize supporting evidence in a
powerfully convincing manner. The "theory" he proposed was not a single structure
but an articulated series of concepts, involving several interrelated theories. His
single most revolutionary idea was that all of the various manifestations of living
beings evolved ultimately from a single precursor species. Other necessary concepts
were that species are not eternally fixed at the time ofcreation, but evolve, one from
another; that evolution is continuous up to the present time; that spontaneous
biological variations provide opportunity for change, but that some form ofselection
drives the evolutionary process; and that the process of selection derives from
competition for survival and reproduction. These ideas, taken together, were strong
arguments against the concept of a single creation in which human beings represent
the pinnacle and ultimate form of life. This view of evolution undermined the
conviction that life on Earth isunique and that God hasgiven Man hegemony overall
creation. Such ideas created powerful conflict with established Judeo-Christian
concepts and led to argumentswhich still obsess certain groups, over 100 years later.
Both ofthese books discuss Darwin's contribution, but from different standpoints.
Mayr's is oriented to readers concerned with the development of Darwin's percep-
tion. Darwin provided a framework for looking at evolution that was as complete as
the science of his time would permit, but he could offer only qualitative ideas about
the mechanism ofthe changes he postulated. Since his death, his concepts have been
strengthened by new sciences, including genetics and molecular biology, which
provide a clearer understanding of the machinery driving evolution. At first, these
developments were perceived as undermining Darwinian concepts, but Mayr de-
scribes how they were reconciled with evolutionary theory, forming the basis of
"NeoDarwinism."
One Long Argument is an ideal book for a reasonably sophisticated reader
interested in the history of scientific thought, and written by one of the outstanding
thinkers in this area. It is not as detailed a presentation as Mayr's earlier books on
the subject, but it is so condensed and focused that anyone interested in the
development of biological concepts will find it informative and satisfying. Starting
with the competing ideas about the nature and origin of species of the earlyBOOK REVIEWS
nineteenth century, it traces the perceptions that influenced Darwin and his contem-
poraries, especially A.R. Wallace, who came independently to conclusions similar to
Darwin's.
Mayr then analyzes the components that make up the complete picture as Darwin
saw it, and follows with a consideration ofthe contributions of recent science to the
theory. Along the way, Mayr describes the arguments raised by opponents of the
theory, especially those nineteenth- century philosophers and religious experts who
rejected the theorybecause itwasincompatiblewiththeirunderstandingofChristian-
ity. He also discusses Darwin's idea that evolution is a gradual process in contrast to
the arguments of those who feel that it requires sudden major or minor alterations,
such as evolution in spurts ("Saltation," "Punctuation," and the like).
The Blind Watchmaker covers the same ground, but in a different way. It starts by
considering the prejudice that highly specialized organs such as the eye are too
complexto have evolved incrementally. The agentoftheirevolution "must" have had
aplan to direct the earlysteps ofevolution in the directionofpresent perfection. The
book's title comes from a quotation from the eighteenth-century philosopher,
William Paley, who, in his book Natural Philosophy, comments that the organs of
living creatures are so complex that they are like a watch. This intricacy forces us to
conclude
that the watch must have had a maker; that there must have existed, at some
time, . . . an artificerwho formed it for the purposewhichwe find it actually to
answer; who comprehended its construction and designed its use.
This beliefwas perceived as a powerful argument for a Creatorwith avision ofthe
ultimate destiny of creation from the beginning. It supports the biblical picture of
instantaneous creation, but is also compatible with more gradual evolution, provided
that the process moves toward a final predetermined design. For many, itprovides an
argument against gradual evolution by minimal steps. Dawkins argues against this
concept oforiginal design, and defends the basic Darwinian concept that the sum of
small incremental changes can cause major variations that ultimately produce
complex organs and widely varying species. He argues that evolutionary steps that
create imperfect organs still confer an advantage that gives the newly endowed
creature superiority in survival and reproduction. He emphasizes the rich variety of
modifications that can occur by minimal successive changes. Part of the book is a
description of a computer program (which he also offers for sale) that allows the
observer to set simple rules (comparable to genes) for evolution of a basic Y-shaped
figure into an immense variety of forms, some ofwhich resemble insects, mammals,
or flowers. I found this program intriguing but unhelpful. The model shows how
multiple simple variations can change the shape ofa computer image, but it does not
provide anydriving selective force resembling evolution.
This lack does not detract substantially from the book, however, since the
arguments refuting critics ofevolution are presented powerfully and convincingly. Its
conclusions are that evolution progresses without any ultimate design; that even
complex organs or processes can evolve from multiple simple changes; and that a
creature that is highly successful under one set ofcircumstances maybe unsuccessful
and, ultimately, die out when circumstances change. None of these conclusions is
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surprising to readers familiarwith modern biological thought, but theymay help less
sophisticated readers.
The book is fun and easy to read. It would be exciting for a student at the high
school or early college level and is amusing for more experienced audiences. I can
recommend it enthusiastically for the audience it addresses.
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